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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
(a) Purpose of the study
This study represents an evaluation of one hundred
of the one hundred one eases studied in the Lynn Child
Guidance Clinic during the clinic year beginning September
seventeenth, 1940 and ending June twenty-fourth, 1941* These
cases represent the entire case load of the clinic but do not
include oases which were refused or for some reason never
opened* An attempt is made here to analyze in general one
hundred oases to determine the type of children receiving
service, their background, the contributory factors which
entered into their difficulties and the services which the
clinic has rendered in this clinic year* It is the desire
of the writer to present an objective picture of the oases
studied*
(b) Method
Ehe writer first made an outline of the project
listing the various factors to be studied and the information
to be gathered from the records* A oard system was formulated*
Each case was outlined on a oard on which was placed
information to be studied* Che data on each card included
outstanding facts concerning the child's case history

(family personalities, heredity, health, relationships,
problems) his physical status, his psychological examination
and treatment rendered* Referring agents and their reasons
for referral were listed also* Ho attempt to interpret
treatment is made here* However, significant factors are
duly emphasized with the view of promoting further research
along this line* The sources of data were the records of
children who were studied at the clinic during this clinic
year of 1940 - 1941* In order to obtain percentages, one
case was omitted* making the number of records studied
exactly one hundred*

3CHAPTER II
CHILD GUIMS AS A. COMMUNITY HEED
Child guidance has developed in the past thirty
years as a means of aiding the child to a successful
adjustment to his environment; in short, as a means of
promoting good mental health. Our educational leaders
delayed long on the premise "spare the rod and spoil the
child* n The advent of psychology slowly brought to light the
realization that the child was quite as likely to be ruined
by the use of the rod* Then, like a clook pendulum swinging
to and fro, psychological thinking leaped to the opposite
conclusion, the theory of free expression or complete
freedom of childhood* Some authorities believe that the
child, if left to himself, would unquestionably choose to
conform to the best* Further research revealed that the
varied and diverse conventions and restrictions of society
are definitely opposed to certain basic drives which
children possess so that much friction arose between these
individuals and their groups*
From all this grew these general conclusions
regarding children which are currently accepted: that they
do nothing that is accidental and they do nothing that is
unimportant from the standpoint of training; that the causes

of behavior are often obscure and multiple, that education
begins at birth* Children are being trained somehow,
somewhere every hour of their lives, sleeping or working*
Every ohild is a unit entitled and obligated to
live his own life and fulfill his own destiny* Being a
parent is one of the most difficult jobs on earth* From the
viewpoint of time alone, the job is astonishing* Parents
often fail, but they cannot always be blamed unless through
stubbornness or laziness, they refuse help that is available*
Doctor William Moodie of the London Child
Guidance Clinio, says:
Many parents are afraid of child guidance*
They think that, since nervous and difficult
children crave publicity, examination and
treatment cannot but make them worse* This
is not so in practice* The examination is
harmless* Treatment is never undertaken unless
it is necessary and every competent therapist
is able to deal with any harmful effects that
may threaten during the process* 1
There is a consensus of opinion that in
practically all nervous and mental breakdowns of adult
1 William Moodie, The Doctor and the Difficult Child
(Hew York: The Commonwealth Fund, 1940), p* 4*

life, the earliest signs of trouble can be traced back to
childhood, perhaps in the form of shyness, stammering,
temper tantrums, fears or such disturbances. In reviewing
the histories of criminals, abnormalities of early behavior
are often revealed. Much unhappiness, unsocial behavior,
lack of success and violent discontent have their roots in
the years when the child's character is at the early and
plastic stage of development.
Doctor Moodie says:
In every group of children, therefore, there
must be some who are destined to become
maladjusted in one way or another and the aim
of child guidance is to recognize them and
rectify the trouble in its early stage. It is
in response to this need that clinics have been
established where early remedial or preventive
treatment can be given. The name "child
guidance" has become associated with such
clinics, in which psychiatrist, educational
specialist or psychologist, and psychiatric
social worker work together on an equal footing,
each contributing his or her share to the
general knowledge of the case and taking part
in treatment. 2
It is not necessary to give here the appalling
statistics available to make clear the great need of
"available help" in guidance of children which every
2 Ibid., p. 5.

6community exhibits. The Child Guidance clinic knows what
it 8 function is and where it is going*
The third White House Conference made the follow-
ing statement:
Education in parenthood and the improvement
of community standards are the two most promising
methods for the prevention of ohild neglect*
When we have intelligent, capable, and willing
parents, who appreciate the spiritual and the
moral, as well as the material values of life,
ohild neglect will be greatly reduced, if not
eliminated* The elimination or improvement
of bad community conditions will contribute
greatly to the establishment of wholesome
standards of family life and the protection of
childhood. 3
3 The Committee On Socially Handicapped - Dependency
And Uegleot, Dependent And Neglected Children , White House
Conference On Child Health And Protect ion, Section IV.
flew York: D. Appleton Century Company', 1933), p* 375.

CHAPTER III
HISTORY" OF LYNN CHILD GUIDANCE CLINIC
In 1925 the Lynn Child Guidance olinio was first
established under the auspices of the Massachusetts
Division of Mental Hygiene. The clinic was held monthly hut
did not seem to take root in the community and the following
year it was abandoned*
According to the Danvers State Hospital Yearly
Reports, in April, 1928, it was reestablished at the request
of various social agencies in Lynn as an effort to promote
mental hygiene in the community under the auspices of the
1
Danvers State Hospital, Hathorne, Massachusetts* Splendid
cooperation was received from the various agencies in
Lynn and the olinio has since been a busy one* It was felt
that the clinic had a real service to offer Lynn and its
vicinity* In its history is revealed the fact that this
service has been appreciated*
When it began in 1928, it was under the personal
direction of Doctor Clarence A* Bonner, Superintendent of
1 Commonwealth of Massachusetts Department of Mental
Diseases, Annual Reports of the Trustees of the Danvers State
Hospital
,
1923-1931, (Commonwealth of Massachusetts, 1932),
Public Document Number 20, p. 28*

8Danvers State Hospital, Hathorne, Massachusetts. At that
time, the Lynn Hospital offered its hospital facilities for
the use of the clinic. In its first year, sixty-five
children were referred. They presented the following problems!
1. Failure in school
2. Speech disorders
3. Undesirable habits
4* Personality defects
5. Disturbances of sleep
6* Withdrawal from reality
7. Sex manifestations
8. Asocial tendencies
By 1930, because of the rapid growth of the number of
referrals to the clinic, it was impossible to handle the
number of cases seeking appointments* In October of that
year, new quarters were provided at the Child Welfare House
in Lynn where the clinic has since functioned.
In this year, 1930, an effort was made to make
the clinic a highly selective one doing intensive treatment*
The clinic was held two full days a week* I'he staff
oonsisted of a psychiatrist, part time; head social worker,
part time; a student social worker, full time; psyohometrist,
part time; consulting psychologist from the Lynn public
schools, part time; a speech teacher, part time; and a

stenographer, part time. That year, seven oases were
selected by the clinio staff as intensive cases both from
the standpoint of psychiatric treatment and social
readjustment*
The following year, (1931), however, it was
necessary to return to the former schedule of holding the
clinic one day a week because the development of clinics in
other communities shortened the time that could be given to
Lynn* Referrals increased so rapidly that it became
impossible to limit the number and do intensive treatment*
However, each year, there have been some oases carried on
throughout the year for intensive treatment*
In 1935, there were seventy-five cases studied
and in each subsequent year* these were only a small
percentage of the oases referred for study* In the clinio
year opening September, 1940, and closing in June, 1941,
there were 149 oases referred* Of these, seven oases were
not aooepted because of obvious lack of parental cooperation
or problems not amenable to treatment on the clinic basis*
There were twenty-one oases not accepted because there was
not time to study them* The olinio aooepted 101 oases for
study.
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CHAPTER IV
RECORDS
In the following analysis of the Lynn Child
Guidance clinic, the individual case records of one hundred
oases seen during the 1940-1941 olinic year have been
carefully studied*
It is necessary to point out, however, that
records are really inadequate to represent work actually
accomplished* Recording is an art in itself* Records do
not tell the whole story of a child and his adjustment* The
inadequacy of records becomes more apparent as the importance
of the transfer is more clearly recognized, because the
dynamics of this personal relationship is the most difficult
to record*
The outstanding aspects of the Child Guidance
clinic record whioh present opportunities for evaluation
are: the referral sources, the social history, the
physical, psychological and psychiatric examinations, the
psychiatric diagnostic findings and treatment plans*
In attempting to evaluate the data from these
records, the writer found difficulty in that both the
social servioe and the psyohiatrio interpretations were

rather vague and difficult to evaluate* Also, in some
oases, it was difficult to interpret from the records what
the treatment was and how it was moving* Because of this,
no attempt to evaluate treatment has been made in this
project.
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CHAPTER V
ORGANIZATION OP THE LYNN CHILD GUIDANCE CLINIC
The Lynn olinic serves the city of Lynn,
Massachusetts, and its immediate surroundings, including
the towns of Swamp s cott, Saugus and Nahant*
The clinic staff consists of a working unit of
three, - psychiatrist, psychiatric social worker and
psychometrist* There is also a volunteer speech teacher*
This clinic is held each week on Tuesdays at the Child
Welfare House in Lynn, Massachusetts*
All referrals are made to the social worker who
makes all the appointments and makes the first contact on
all the cases* After a case is accepted, and cleared
through the social service index, it is her (the worker's)
function to obtain a full case history* If possible, she
obtains her ohief information from the parents, particularly
the mother, or the person who represents a mother figure to
the child* The schools and social agenoies are also used as
sources of information*
The social service record of the clinic is
organized according to a definite outline* (See Appendix)*
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When the child first oomes to the clinic, he is
tested by the psychometrist* Then the social worker,
psychometrist and psychiatrist discuss the case, the social
worker bearing the responsibility of presenting the facts
and interpreting the social situation as she sees it*
Aware of the social situation and the psychometric
rating, the psychiatrist then interviews the child*
Following this interview, the mother (or both parents if
possible,) is next interviewed by the psychiatrist*
Treatment is carried on by the psychiatrist
directly with the child and the parent* The social worker
aids in carrying out recommendations involving cooperation
of other social agencies, recreational activities, school
contacts and also re-interprets or re-emphasizes on
subsequent home visits the recommendations of the
psychiatrist*
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CHAPTER VI
GLIUIG SERVICE REPORT 1940 - 1941
TABLE I
One Hundred One Child Guidance Cases
Lynn, Massachusetts Child Guidance Clinic
September 1940 - June 1941 *
Cases Total Sex
Male Female
Hew oases studied 73 41 32
Reopened oases studied 2 2
Continued oases studied 26 15 11
sotal 101 56 43
* One hundred oases in this analysis studied, one
not accepted.
There were thirty-nine olinio sessions during the
year. One hundred ninety-seven visits were made to the
clinio by children, making the average attendance of eaoh
child five and one-tenth times*
Since four hours was the approximate time alloted
to the olinio session, it can readily be seen from the
number of oases and the number of visits made to the olinio

that intensive treatment could not be carried on a large
scale. Yet, the following table reveals interestingly an
admirable percentage of intensive treatment oases*
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CHAPTER VII
TYPE OP SERVICE CLASSIFICATION
TABLE II
Service Classification
Lynn, Massachusetts Child Guidance Clinic
September 1940 - June 1941
Cases Total Sex
Male Female
Diagnostic oases 26 18 8
Superficial treatment oases 55 28 27
Intensive treatment oases 20 12 8
Total 101 * 58 43
One hundred oases in this analysis studied, one
not accepted*
Diagnostic cases are oases referred for a specific
diagnosis, usually that of mental status* This diagnosis
was helpful to agencies attempting to make definite plans
for plaoement of these children* These children were
usually referred for a diagnosis of their behavior problems,
to determine whether or not they should adjust better in a
foster home or an institution*
Superficial treatment oases are oases in which
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instructions for habit training, suggestions for home and
school adjustment were given to parents or general reassurance
and encouragement were given to the child*
Intensive treatment cases are those which were
seen frequently and studied from the point of view of
determining mechanisms* Treatment was carried on with both
mother and child*

CHAPTER VIII
EVALUATION OF REFERRALS
(a) Sources referring new cases
TABLE III
Sources Referring One Hundred Cases Studied
Lynn, Massachusetts Child Guidance Clinic
September 1940 - June 1941
Referring agent number of referrals
1. Children's agency 29
2. Clinic staff 1
3. Court 1
4. Family agency 4
5. Former client 2
6. Friend or relative 8
7. Health agency 17
8. Physician 10
9. School 27
10. Others 1
Total 100
These referring agents are important because they
exhibit the community's awareness of children's problems and
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their use of the olinie to obtain help* The majority of
referrals , more than fifty per oent, were made by the
children's agencies of Lynn, and the school system*
Children' 8 agencies include the Lynn, Massachusetts Child
Welfare House, the Lynn Catholic Charitable Children's
Bureau, the Department of Publio Welfare, the Aid to Dependent
Children, Division of Social Security, the Massachusetts
Division of Child Guardianship and the Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Children* The Lynn school system
includes the truant officers, the visiting teacher, sohool
principals, school teachers , sohool superintendents and the
school psychologist*
Over twenty-five per oent of the referrals were
made by Child Welfare Agencies* When such referrals are
made, conferences are held with the referring social workers
and in most oases treatment other than that given by the
psychiatrist is done by the agency worker* This indicates
the tendency of the children's agencies to use the clinic for
help with their problems* This also indicates that trained
social workers dealing with ohildren and children's problems
are more aware of habit and personality difficulties whioh
require psychiatric help*
The sohool system also referred over twenty-five
per oent of the oases studied. Referrals were made by
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teachers and principals as well as by the Visiting teacher
and school psychologist* This indicates the awareness of the
school of the individual child and his problems as well as
the ability to use a community service offered to them*
The fact that only one case was referred by the
Court Probation Officer who is certainly in a good position
to bring this service to children and parents in need may
mean that the Probation Officer is sufficiently equipped to
handle his problems without the help of the clinic* On the
other hand, does this indicate a laxity in the relationship
between the court and the clinic? Is the court sufficiently
aware of the clinic and the service it may give? Has the
clinic failed to interpret adequately its function in
working with court oases?
Seventeen per cent of the oases studied were
referred by health agencies* These include visiting nurses.
W* P* A* nurses, school nurses, tuberculosis association and
public health nurses* These workers go into homes or oontaot
families for a specific health reason* This percentage
indicates their awareness of contributory factors making for
family disruption and their use of the guidance clinic for
children's problems*
One tenth of the referrals came from dootors, all of
whom were pediatricians* Doctors have long been recognized by
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all parents as advisers concerning all problems* If
parents are interested in their children's welfare they are
anxious to cooperate in following a doctor's advice* There
are 160 physicians, according to the American Medical
Association Directory* in Lynn so this small number of
referrals does indicate some deficiency either in
interpretation, relationship or function between the clinic
and the medical profession in Lynn*
(b) Age groupings
Co) Sex distribution of oases
She following age groupings were used in determining
the ages of the children studied: two years through six
years, seven years through twelve years and thirteen years
through sixteen years* This age distribution was used
because the period of two through six is the period when the
child's world embraces his family, for the most part* These
children's problems are generally considered to be habit
problems and in some cities habit clinics which accept only
children in this age group exist* The period of seven years
through twelve iB the so-called latency period of the child,
yet, during this period treatment may be successfully
carried on* If a habit clinic exists in a community, the
child guidance clinic of that city usually studies only
children in this age group* The period of thirteen years
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through sixteen years is the period of adolesoense, and the
average thirteen year old is in junior high sohool and has
passed the period of childhood. In Lawrence, Massachusetts,
there were three olinios at one time and the following age
grouping was used arbitrarily in accepting referrals*
TABLE IV
Age Distribution and Sex of One Hundred Cases
Lynn, Massachusetts Child Guidance Clinic
September 1940 - June 1941
Children's ages in Total Sex
years
Male Female
2 - 6 30 18 12
7 - 12 49 36 13
13 - 16 21 10 11
Total 100 64 36
In analyzing the above table, the first outstanding
finding is that there were many more referrals of boys than
girls, in fact twenty-eight per cent more boys than girls*
Carl Rogers believes that boys by nature are more aggressive
1
than girls* It is significant to note that the age period
1 Carl Sogers, The Clinical Treatment of The Problem
Child (Hew York: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1939), p. 237,
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between six and twelve embraced almost fifty per cent of the
referrals, a majority over the other age groupings in each sex.
This may be due to the faot that the majority of referrals were
made by children's agencies and the school system whose cases
fall primarily in this age group* The low number of referrals
in the adolescent group does not mean that these problems are
less, but rather indicate the community cooperation in follow-
ing the general clinic policy of studying children between the
ages of two and fourteen* However, as this table illustrates,
the clinic does not refuse service for adolescents who are
referred*
(d) Eoonomio level of cases studied
Many social problems arise from economic causes*
The stigma attached to dependency has been handed down from
primitive society* The eoonomio standard of a family
determines its status in the community to a great extent*
When the income is too low to provide any luxuries there is
usually much discord* Sometimes health is affected by an
inadequate eoonomio level* When the eoonomio standard is
threatened, individual security is menaced on all sides* It
is important to appreciate the faot that to merely raise the
income will not necessarily alleviate poverty* The "lady
bountiful" who used to give food, clothing and money to the
poor did not erase poverty but often encouraged it*
cr
In the following table, three eoonomio levels are
considered In which all the oases studied may be included.
The eoonomio level of the whole family was
considered in forming this table* In oases where father had
died, deserted or become incapacitated, if mother or some
member of the family earned enough to keep the family
independent, this was so noted* In the dependent group, the
income depended entirely on the Aid to Dependent Children,
the Public Welfare Department, Soldiers Relief or the Old
Age Assistence Department, supplemented in some oases by a
family agency.
In the marginal group were included W. P. A*
workers, laborers earning less than $22*00 per week, janitors
odd job men whose incomes are irregular* Children in care of
social agencies were grouped according to their father's or
mother 1 s eoonomio status*
In the independent group were included all
children whose families had incomes of more than {22.00 per
week and who were not receiving any form of eoonomio aid
from social agencies. This subjective olassifioation was
formulated on the basis of the writer's oonolusions based
on the above determining factors*
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TABLE V
Economic Status of One Hundred Cases Studied
Lynn, Massachusetts Child Guidance Clinic
September 1940 - June 1941
Economic level Number of families
Dependent 20
Marginal 31
Independent 49
Total 100
It may be seen that the independent group comprises
almost fifty per cent of the oases studied* Only one-fifth
of all the case 8 studied embrace the dependent income group*
This indicates that the olinio is serving the regular
average middle class group not dependent on community or
others for their support* This also shows the awareness and
acceptance of the Child Guidance clinic by the independent
economic group*
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CHAPTER 12
EVALUATION OF CHIEF PROBLEMS TREATED
The following table includes the problems treated.
This table was formulated after thorough study of the
problems so that they may be safely grouped under general
headings. Feeding problems include anorexia, nausea,
refusal to eat, dawdling over food, over-eating. Behavior
problems include stubbornness, disobedience, irritability,
delinquency, inability to get along in the group,
quarrelsomeness, destruotiveness. Emotional problems
include anxiety states, fears, compulsive habits, disturbed
sleep, masturbation, sex difficulties, nail biting, thumb
sucking, bed wetting and speech disorders* School
maladjustments include poor school work, day-dreaming in
school, sauoiness and desire for attention in school,
inability to adjust in the school set-up. Intellectual
problems include exclusion from school on basis of
retardation, inability to read, mental deficiency.
Ho children presented only one problem for
treatment, although the majority were referred because of
one major problem.
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TABLE VI
Chief Problems In One Hundred Cases Studied
Lynn, Massachusetts Child Guidanoe Clinic
September 1940 - June 1941
Type of problem number
Feeding problems 20
Behavior problems 72
Emotional problems 198
Sohool maladjustment 80
Intellectual problems 4
This table does not indicate that only thirty of
the children referred ever presented feeding problems. It
indicates that there were thirty feeding problems among the
cases referred which demanded attention and treatment as
problems.
This table portrays that the greater number of
problems referred lie in the realm of emotional disturbance.
Child psychiatrists, such as Doctors English and Pearson,
have made clear the tremendous need for emotional security
which children have. They believe that, in order to build
sound adult personalities, the child's emotional development
from infancy must be as free from trauma as possible.
They say:
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We have attempted to make clear that many of
the physiological and behavior disturbances
of children result from their attempts to
solve emotional conflicts. The solution is
neither acceptable to themselves, nor to tneir
environment but, because of their situations,
is the only possible one that they can contrive
at the time.
Carl Rogers says:
Many problems in the child are created or
intensified by the unsatisfactory emotional
situation in the home. The child who feels
rejected or unwanted at home frequently
compensates by trying to get attention and
affection elsewhere. Treatment of such a
situation is usually aimed at the home. A
change in the parents' approach to the child
or even, if necessary, the choice of substitute
parents may help to bring about the emotional
security which is needed.
2
This large majority of emotional problems among
children who are predominantly in the six through twelve age
group, a period of psycho-sexual latency in preparation for
the awakening storm of adolescence, shows how early
emotional trauma may become imbedded in the personality
structure.
1 Spurgeon English, and Gerald Pearson, Common
Neuroses of Adults and Children (New York: W. W. Norton and
C ompany , 1^37 ) , p. 180.
2 Rogers, pjo. cit
• ,
p. 236
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Shis alone demonstrates the need of a psychiatrist
in a child guidance clinic to probe this emotional trauma, to
be alert to determining factors and be ready to recognize and
give prompt treatment*
attention must be called to the faot that thirty
oases were referred as feeding problems* These also might be
considered on an emotional level because of lack of organic
causes*
School maladjustments constituted the next highest
category* This is to be expected since the school referred
the second highest number of oases* School problems such as
day dreaming, refusal to recite and desires for attention
were often traced directly to an emotional level but were
not grouped as such in order to gain a clear picture of
school problems presented in the school situation*
The following case illustrates how many
combinations of factors enter into the total situation and
how many other problems other than the one for which he was
referred contribute to the total maladjustment of the child.
Charles, aged five, referred to the clinic
because of food fussiness, was found on
investigation to have additional problems of
enuresis, destruotiveness, masturbation and
disobedience* Charles' father was a retiring,
ineffective type of man; his mother was a

dominating, strict type of person who hated
to stay home taking care of children* She
was known to have had hysterical outbursts
on frequent occasions* She would punish the
child In anger then feel sorry for him and
indulge him, telling him she was sorry for
what she had done* It was felt that the
food fussiness and other problems were means
of getting attention and concern from a
mother too wrapped up in herself* Treatment
was carried on along lines of instruction in
habit training for mother and encouragement,
reassurance and habit training for Charles*
Robert, age six, was referred because of
numerous fears; of people, trains, houses,
automobiles, darkness* He was the oldest
of two children, and his problems began
shortly after the birth of his sister when
he was two years old* At that time he stopped
talking, did not want to walk and would not
look at the baby* At the time of referral,
he had no playmates* He was considered by
his family to be a dull, retarded boy*
Psychometric tests showed the boy to be of
normal intelligence but he had withdrawn
so far from normal adjustment that it was
felt inadvisable to continue treatment on
the clinic basis* She child was referred
to the Hew England Home for Little Wanderers*
Evelyn, age nine, was referred to the clinic
by the school because she was a behavior
problem* In school, she was always giggling,
whispering, getting out of her seat and had
to be disciplined frequently* She was also
saucy, displayed temper tantrums and did
such poor school work that it was felt she
would not pass her grade* Investigation
revealed that Evelyn was an only child* Her
mother, a most protective, over-indulgent
type of woman had never disciplined the
child in any way* Mother would do everything
for her; would dress her, feed her, sleep
with her. It is not difficult to see why

this child, who, according to mother, presented
no problems at home, created so much trouble
in the school situation* Having been so
completely the center of attention at home,
this child could not adjust to the school
situation where no special attention or fussing
was given to her and where she was expected to
be one of a group receiving no more attention
than anyone else*

CHAPTER X
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HEALTH STATUS OP CHILDREN STUDIED
A child who has a good physique, in sound physical
health, has, at least, a sound foundation for good mental
health* On the other hand, the sick child, the physically
handicapped child, whether great or small, does not
necessarily develop poor mental health habits, but the
chances of his doing so are much greater*
Bodily health does have a profound influence on
mental, emotional and social development and adjustment of
every personality* The wise case worker never loses sight
of the fact that "sound bodies make for sound minds" and
sound minds demand normal function with proper emotional
control*
Deborah Jensen says:
Physicians and all health workers have recognized
that the social study of the patient and his
home are often essential to successful medical
treatment* The relationship between disease and
such social factors as poverty, ignorance,
inadequate diet, poor housing, occupational
conditions, and many others, have been studied
scientifically by both doctor and social worker*
Social factors may influence both diagnosis and
treatment* 1
1 Deborah Jensen, An Introduction To Sociology And
Social Problems ( St * Louis! The C* V. Mosley Company , 1939 )
,
p. 265. ~m
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Pity, favoritism, over-protect iveness are more
dangerous than the health deficiencies themselves* Sympathy
is not needed nearly so much as prompt treatment and helping
the individual to compensate in a healthy way*
The following tables have been compiled with the
view of picturing the health status or equipment of the ohild
in an effort to demonstrate the relationship of the health
component to the ohild guidance clinic.
(a) Birth of Child
The experience of birth is a shook to the new
infant no matter how favorable the conditions of it* In
studying these one hundred youngsters in relation to their
many problems it is expedient to start with their beginning
of life outside the mother's womb, the birth process*
TABLE VII
Classification Of Births In One Hundred Cases
Studied
Lynn, Massachusetts Child Guidance Clinic
September 1940 - June 1941
Classification of Number of
Births Children
Uormal 25
Difficult 48
Caesarian 2
Unknown 25
Total 100
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Twenty-five per cent of the children studied had
normal births. Almost fifty per oent were instrumental,
breech, dry or presented some difficulties other than minor
problems* The case histories revealed two oases of serious
birth injury causing deformation in mental and physical life*
She unknown births cannot be speculated about
because they for the most part occurred in children who were
exceedingly healthy in every way at the time of referral to
the clinic*
Because there is not enough available medical data
in the clinic record on these births no conclusions can be
drawn because it cannot be said that any child guidance
problem can be traced directly to such factors* Yet, the
writer maintains that this is significant and more detailed
research might contribute greatly to this hypothesis*
(b) Health at time of referral
The following table reveals the health condition of
the children when seen at the clinic* This classification is
based on the psychiatrist's summary of the physical status of
the child when seen at olinio for the first time.
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TABLE VIII
Health Condition In One Hundred Cases Studied
Lynn, Massachusetts Child Guidance Clinio
September 1940 - June 1941
Health Condition Number of Children
Excellent 52
Pair 28
Poor 13
Special Health Condition 5
Unknown 2
Total 100
The writer felt it necessary to include a group
with a special health condition* Of the five cases showing
suoh condition, two had infantile paralysis when babies and
had to wear braces; one had a marked hearing, visual and
speech difficulty due to rheumatic fever in infancy; one
suffered from a mitral systolic heart murmur; another had
epilepsy.
Tony, age six, was a blue-eyed sweet faced
child referred to the olinio by the school
because of extreme nervousness, poor eating,
talking in sleep, diurnal and nocturnal
enuresis and feelings of nausea* The social
history revealed a long series of physical
disease from birth, including all the
childhood diseases, asthma, colic, rickets,
tonsillitis, bronchitis, pneumonia and
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scarlet fever* In addition, an appendectomy
and tonsillectomy had been performed. Being
an only child, parents had become doting and
extremely over-protective of him* The child
was underweight, finicky about food, restless,
impulsive* Laboratory examination revealed
some urinary complication and he was referred
to the children's medical clinic of the Lynn
hospital for check-up* It was found that the
child was very undernourished and anemic* His
psychological examination revealed an
intelligence quotient of 104* He had been
excluded from the school system because of
school behavior* The clinic recommended home
teaching and thorough follow up of health
factors plus psychiatric care at the Lynn
Adult Mental Hygiene Clinic for the child's
neurotic mother* In this case it was felt
definitely that the child's problems were
partly due to physical causes and to reaction
against his ambivalence towards his neurotic
mother*
(o) Health problems discovered
Referrals made from children's agencies had been
ohecked physically before study at the clinic* Ho health
problems were discovered among these referrals*
The clinic examination revealed a health problem
not known to either the referring agent or the family in four
cases* In ten additional cases check-ups or special study
of health problems known were advised* It was reoommended
that either additional check-ups be done or more studies* In
four of these oases intensive treatment was given the child
by the Massachusetts General Hospital and the Lynn
Hospital* These treatments had a direct bearing on the
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child's problems*
The following oase illustrates how poor health
is often disguised in the form of behavior problems*
Mary was a pale, blue-eyed child of eight,
referred to the clinic because of laziness
and inattentiveness* In school she stared
out of the window most of the time* She
was slow and often late to school* At home
her mother said she was the same way* Mother
would sometimes punish the child severely
because she would lose her temper with her*
Lately* Mary had developed nail biting and
sometimes morning nausea which frightened mother*
This child's intelligence quotient was
decidedly above normal* It was found on
examination that the child had an actual
hearing defect due to some infection of the
middle ear; she had very bad tonsils and
poor teeth* She was very much underweight*
The physical problems were attended to
through the cooperation of the Massachusetts
General Hospital where it was felt that the
behavior problems rested on the physical
basis* After two months treatment, she
blossomed into a normal, rosy, active
ohild*
(d) Physioal defects
The pages of history tell us that the social
attitude towards those with physical deficiency the
blind, the lame, the sick — has been an evolutionary one*
The Greeks lived for an ideal bodily perfection for the
whole of their race* Infants born with physioal imperfections
were allowed to die of cold or neglect or were killed*
During the middle ages cripples were regarded with ridicule
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and contempt. It was not until the eighteenth century
before great discoveries of medicine brought about a change in
the common attitude toward those with physical defectiveness*
Children are particularly cruel to the physically handicapped
child in their ridicule but also in their pity and concern*
Adults contribute to greater maladjustment by their over
protectiveness, pity and sympathy* The child must not feel
cheated and handicapped but successful in spite of his
defect*
i'he following table includes the physical defects of
the children studied*
Physical Defectiveness In One Hundred Cases Studied
Lynn* Massachusetts Child Guidance Clinic
September 1940 - June 1941
Physical Defect Number of Children
Speech defect (organic basis) 1
Speech defect 22
Paralysis (arm or leg) 3
Sye defects 12
Hearing defect 4
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One child presented each of the five physical
defects mentioned above* In only one case was it thought
that physical defectiveness was the main cause of maladjust-
ment* In all the other cases it was considered at least a
contributory cause*
The following case illustrates the relationship
between physical defectiveness and behavior problems.
Donald, age ten, was referred because of
destruotiveness, misbehavior in school,
temper tantrums, disobedience, over activity,
night terrors, inability to read* He was
cross-eyed and had practically no sight in
one eye* In school he was ridiculed,
excluded from games and teased a great deal*
His home life was most inadequate* His
parents were middle-aged, ignorant* Mother
was well meaning* Home conditions were
poor* Booms were dark and cheerless*
Father was alcoholic* Much friction existed
in the home* He was the youngest of four
siblings but the next youngest was a girl
aged twenty-one* He had to sleep with
this sibling* He was fearful of animals,
of the dark and very bashful with strangers*
Many factors in the environment and
traumatic experiences in this child's
emotional life stand out in thinking
diagnostioally about his problems* There
is no doubt that the additional burden of
being cross-eyed and not seeing well
contributed greatly to his upset state*
(e) Relationship of health to problems treated
Over fifty per cent of the children studied were in
excellent health and over twenty-five per cent more were in
fair health* However, a child's health should be excellent
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and the fact that there were almost fifty children not in
the best of health is an alarming disclosure
•
Table IX revealed that there were 198 emotional
problems among one hundred children* It has been shown that
forty-eight of these one hundred children did not enjoy
excellent health*
Shis points to the necessity of more alertness in
recognizing and treating health problems*
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CHAPTER XI
EVALUAIIOH OF PARENTS OF CHILDREN STUDIED
Being a parent is one of the hardest jobs on earth*
Parents being human, differ from one another
in competence, character, capacity to plan,
energy, industry, resourcefulness* For this
reason, some parents will achieve a fine
home under adverse conditions while others
will fail to do so under favorable circum-
stances* These differences among parents
are to be found in high places and low, among
the wealthy and the poor* They involve good
fortune for one child or an added handicap
for another* Whatever their differences
may be, some degree of material security
is essential for the life and happiness
of every family. 1
When one thinks of helping the child, one's
thoughts must begin before the child' s birth in concern for
hi 8 parents*
The child's first and basio responses to life are or
should be made under the guidance of his parents upon whom he
is dependent* The attitudes and personalities of parents
contribute both to the child's problem and to the process of
treatment*
1 United States Department of Labor, Proceedings of the
White House Conference on Children in a Democracy*
(Washington, D* C: January 18-20, 1940. Children's
Bureau Publication), Ho. 266, p* 171*
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It must "be realized that the parent who em-
ploys unorthodox methods must have some per-
sonal reason for doing so and therefore requires
help rather than the child. In discussing matters
of discipline and management with parents it is
well to remember that; though they are responsible
for the results, they are not necessarily to
blame. 2
To evaluate the influence of the parents, this
section includes tables concerning their ages, birthplaces,
religion and personalities.
(a) Ages of Parents
8 MoOdie, oj>. cit . , p. 10
t
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TABLE X
Parents Ages In One Hundred Cases Studied
Lynn, Massachusetts Child Guidanoe Clinio
September 1940 - June 1941
Age Uumber
Father
of Parents
Mother
16 - 20
21 - 25 3 9
26 - 30 9 17
31 - 35 22 21
36 - 40 20 19
41 - 45 -1 WW17 21
46 - 50 12 6
51 - 55 3 1
56 - 60 2
61 - and over 1
Deceased 4 6
Unknown 7
Total 100 100
This table reveals that the parents of the
ohildren studied fall in the thirty-one through thirty-five
age group for the most part but it is significant to note
that twenty-one mothers fall in the forty-one through forty
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five age group. When one considers that none of the
children studied had parents in the sixteen through twenty
age grouping and few had parents in the twenty-one through
twenty-five age grouping, it seems adequate proof that the
ohildren studied were not children of immature young people*
There were six cases of more than ten years
difference in age of the parents* There were four mothers
more than five years older than the fathers*
(b) Birthplaces of parents
TABLE XI
Birthplaces Of Parents In One Hundred Cases Studied
Lynn, Massachusetts Child Guidance Clinic
September 1940 - June 1941
Place of Birth Number of Parents
Father Mother
United States 71 73
Italy 6 3
Russia 6 4
Greece 1 2
Nova Sootia 1 3
Canada 4 3
Poland 2 3
Ireland 3 2
C zeoho-Slovakia 1
Unknown 5 7
Total 100 100
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Almost seventy-five per cent of the parents were
born and brought up in the United States. There were only
ten cases where parents living together had been born in
different countries* All but four parents came to this
country in childhood* This table indicates that the
children studied were brought up for the most part by parents
who also had been brought up in this country*
(o) Religion of Parents
The following table indicates the religion of the
parents of the children studied* It represents the religion
of both parents*
TABLE XII
Religion Of Parents In One Hundred Gases Studied
Lynn, Massachusetts Child Guidance Clinic
September 1940 - June 1941
Religion ffumber
Protestant 52
Catholic 32
Jewish 6
Divided 10
Total 100
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In the ten cases of mixed marriage, one was a Jew
and Gentile, the other nine were Catholic and Protestant.
The Jewish and Gentile marriage was a harmonious one but in
the other nine caaes the marriages had apparently failed
and the children were not in their parents' homes.
(d) Personalities of Parents
Doctor English and Doctor Pearson say:
That something which presents itself to the
world as representing the outcome of the
complicated process of mental functioning is
known as personality. For centuries it
has been accepted by many that personality
had much to do with sickness and health, but
it was an intangible something which seemed
difficult to evaluate scientifically. 3
Personality is the sum total of what one is. It is
the combination of heredity and biological traits plus the
culture into which one has been born.
Although there are today norms and standards by
which personality and social attitudes may be measured, the
limitations of the records studied which give only super-
ficial descriptions of the personalities of parents make
•valuation of their personalities very difficult.
3 English and Pearson, 0£. cit
.
. p. 11.
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However, the problems which children present are
always forms of reaotion to a total situation and in this
total situation the personalities of parents, those from
whom he learns his first responses to life, cannot be
ignored.
The following general table was compiled after
first listing all the personality traits described in the
record concerning each parent as given by the sources of
information. (Only traits described in the record were
listed) . The writer wishes to make clear that these traits
listed were not described by the case worker as her opinion
of the parents' personality but were described by the
informants who gave the social history* It must be
remembered that prejudice, faulty understanding and
misinterpretation may well have entered into these descriptions
but many may be considered reliable*
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SABLE XIII
Personality Traits In One Hundred Cases Studied
Lynn, Massachusetts Child Guidance Clinic
September 1940 - June 1941
Personality Traits flumber of Parents
Father Mother
Intelligent 17 19
Easy - going 12 15
Kind 18 20
affectionate 14 22
Well adjusted 4 6
Emotionally unstable 25 58
Over protective 12 16
Cold 2 18
Neglectful 30 20
abusive 20 12
Ignorant 6 4
Moody 12 10
Inconsistent 21 32
Alcoholic 18
Delinquent 6 2
It must be emphasized that these traits listed
above represent the chief traits described by the sources of
information as outstanding traits of the parent* It is not
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objective yet significant* The table shows mainly that the
undesirable traits described in reference to both parents
far outweigh the desirable traits*
Most of the traits which appear on the largest
number of lists as desirable, such as honesty, sense of
humor, cheerfulness, tolerance, sincerity, courage,
reliability and loyalty are not described* Tet most of the
traits which appear on the largest number of lists as
undesirable such as abusive, moody, inconsistent, over-
protective and emotionally unstable are given*
Thirty-eight mothers were described as emotionally
unstable, twenty mothers were considered negleotful, thirty-
two mothers were described as inconsistent*
Thirty fathers were considered neglectful, twenty-
five fathers were considered emotionally unstable, twenty-one
were considered inconsistent*
The child is a great imitator* That is one of his
principal ways of learning to adjust* He has a right to calm,
sure guidance from those who are responsible for his being
in the world* It is little wonder that emotional problems
are outstanding when the above table is studied*

CHAPTER ill
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RELATIONSHIP OP CHILDREN STUDIED TO THEIR OWN
FAMILIES
The writer does not attempt to discuss all the
oomplex relationships weaving and interweaving the ohild
into his family life* The problems of the parents themselves,
in their relationships to eaoh other, to the world at large
and to their children; the never-ending series of changes
which constitute family life, successes and failures,
emotional relationships with one and the other cannot be
discussed here* Only two factors are discussed here, namely,
the child* s position in the family and the attitude of the
ohild towards his parents*
(a) Child's position in the family
In the following table the cases are listed
according to the number of children in the family*
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TABLE XIV
Uumber Of Children In Family In One Hundred
Cases Studied
Lynn, Massachusetts Child Guidance Clinic
September 1940 - June 1941
Number of Children
in Family
lilumber of Families
1 29
2 24
3 23
4 12
5 5
6 2
7 2
8 3
9
Total 100
This table indicates that the greatest per cent of
children referred are "only" children. It indicates also
that as the number of children in the family increase, there
is less likelihood that a child from that family will be
referred to the clinic* The great majority of the children
referred belong to families of one, two and three children*
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TABLE XV
Child* 8 Position In Family In One Hundred Cases Studied
Lynn, Massachusetts Child Guidance Clinic
September 1940 - June 1941
Position number of Children
First 56
Second 8
Third 6
Fourth 2
Fifth 1
Sixth 1
Seventh 1
Youngest 25
Total 100
Twenty-nine of the first born children were "only"
children and in only three oases were the first born ohindren
of families of more than three children* There were twenty-
seven ohildren who were the first born of at least two
children*
It may be concluded that "only" children and first-
born from small families present problems to the child
guidance clinic more frequently than do other children from
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such families*
These findings it seems have value for olinioal
purposes* Younger siblings are born into a situation
different from the one into which the first child was
introduced*
The facts are that over seventy-five per cent of
children in families of two or three children and less than
ten per cent of ohildren in families of over five children
are referred*
(b) Attitude of Child to Parents
In considering the attitude of the child to his
parents it must be remembered that the adult is the product of
all that has gone before* especially his or her early
childhood experiences* The child's emotional bonds linked to
his parents are extremely important* Psychiatry teaches
that too close a relationship between parent and child may
interfere with a satisfactory adjustment to the mate or to
children* Doctor Rogers says:
If we were to gamble on the outcome of
treatment in the case of a problem or
delinquent child and had to base our
gamble on one item alone, we would do
best to disregard the child entirely and
investigate simply the way in which the
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parents behave toward the youngster and 1
the attitudes which they hold toward hinw
The great need of every child is security,- a
feeling of being wanted and accepted and anything which tends
to block this feeling will inhibit the emotional development
of the child.
There were ten cases studied in which the children
seemed to reject their parents. This rejection was so
described in the social history by the sources of information
or by the case worker who obtained the history. These
children, except for one, were from broken homes. There were
thirty-five parents who definitely rejected their children.
There were four cases of children who were over-dependent on
their parents. They could not leave their parent for any
length of time. Forty-one children were disobedient
habitually to their parents. Three children said they hated
their parents and would not ever want to live with them.
These children were products of broken homes and their
mothers or fathers had never showed much interest in them.
The following case illustrates a rejecting attitude
1 Rogers, ojo. cit . , p. 18£
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of a child toward her parent*
Jean, a twelve year old girl, referred to the
olinio because of temper spells, disobedience,
insolence to mother, refusal to help in the
home, laziness, carelessness and dislike for
mother, was in the sixth grade doing poor
school work. Her parents were divorced*
Jean, the oldest and three other siblings
lived with mother* Family obtained Aid for
Dependent children* Jean was illegitimate*
Shortly after her birth, mother married
Jean's father and bore him three other
children in as many years* He was alcoholic
and abusive and mother finally divorced him*
Mother did want to bring up the children
properly but she did not possess much
intelligence although her children were very
bright* She was unaware of her early
rejeotion of this child, had told Jean she
was illegitimate* In turn, Jean rejected
her mother and projected all her difficulties
or problems to the mother* Because of
Jean's attitude, the mother's emotional
immaturity and the seriousness of her problems,
a school placement was recommended for this
girl*

CHAPTER XIII
RELATIONSHIP OF CHILDREN STUDIED TO OTHER CHILDREN
Children should play with children of their own age
or thereabouts rather than by themselves or with adults*
Constant association with adults puts strain on the child*
The parents are often nagging, inconsistent, now angry, now
disciplining, now approving* Children should be taught to
face problems intelligently; to know when to resent the
behavior of others, when to cooperate, and when to show
leadership*
The wrong type of playmate is often a factor
in developing nervousness in the child* An
only child; or one who is the oldest in the
family and hence is an only child for several
years, often develops an extreme nervousness
on account of the necessity for associating
with adults much of the time* The child who
is much younger than the others may also be
handicapped in the development of poise*
Suitable playmates or a nursery school are
often indicated as necessities for such
children* i
Of the one hundred children studied, thirty-four
evidenced little interest in games involving group activity*
1 Smiley Blanton, and Margaret Blanton, Child
Guidance (New York; The Century Company, 1927), p* 215.
1 *
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of these children, two were ridiculed and rejected for active
play because of physical deformity. There were twenty-four
ohildren who were described definitely as preferring to play
by themselves. One child repeatedly tried, again and again
to enter into games played but because of his impulsive
behavior, his over-eagerness to do things, he was rejected*
another child showed a consistent active desire to play
with ohildren at least three years older than he* Often he
was pummeled and abused good naturedly but he persistently
played with older boys, preferring an inferior status with
them to the leadership status which he could easily command
among children of his own age*
The social histories revealed that only twenty-six
boys and ten girls were considered to have thoroughly normal
play interests and relationships*
(b) Types of Playmates
In classifying the types of playmates of the
children studied, the writer felt it necessary to include
a heading termed Inconsistent because nine ohildren studied
were definitely inconsistent in their ohoioes of playmates*
at times, they sought younger ohildren, again, older ones,
and yet again, ohildren of their own age*
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TABLE XVI
Types Of Playmates In One Hundred Cases Studied
Lynn, Massachusetts Child Guidance Clinio
September 1940 - June 1941
Type of Number of Children
Playmate
Own age 32
Older 6
Younger 22
Hone 21
Inconsistent 9
Total 100
The significance of this table is that thirty-one
ohildren were considered to have no playmates* The majority
of these youngsters were in the "only" child group.
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CHAPTER XIV
INTELLIGENCE OF CHILDREN STUDIED
The chief short coming of all psychological tests
is that they measure intelligence in so narrow a sphere that
they cannot be considered to definitely type the mental
rating of an individual*
In the Lynn Child Guidance clinic, the Stanford -
Binet, Kent - Shadow Battery, guhlmann - Anderson and
Van Alstyne tests are commonly used*
The following table is a presentation of the
intellectual ability of the children studied*
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TABLE XVII
Mental Rating In One Hundred Cases Studied
Lynn, Massachusetts Child Guidance Clinic
September 1940 - June 1941
Mental fiatinR Number of Children
Superior 32
Average 36
Dull 18
Subnormal 9
Imbeoile 3
Unknown 2
Total 100
In computing the above table, a child attaining a
mental age a year or more ahead of it's chronological age
was considered superior* A child who was mentally from one
year through two years retarded was considered in the dull
group. A child three or more years retarded was considered
subnormal and the classification of imbeoile was included
beoause there were three children already diagnosed
"imbeoiles" referred to the clinic.
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It is significant that thirty-two children of one
hundred studied were of superior mental capacity* Yet in no
way did their problems in general differ from the problems of
children of average and below average intelligence* Fifteen
of these superior children received poor marks and three
were repeating their grades* Only two were outstanding in
their school work*
It seems natural that the majority of children
should fall in the average group* Of this group, six
ohildren were referred as definitely retarded children and
found to be average and slightly above average* 'iheir
problems did not differ from those in the other groups*
(b) Relationship to Problems
The following illustrates the relation of mental
rating to problems.
Marilyn, a nine year old child of superior
intelligence was referred with problems of
inability to concentrate, poor school work,
nervousness, fantastic lying, masturbation
and finger sucking* Her teacher thought
her a heedless, overactive, grumpy child
by no means outstanding intellectually*
Marilyn's problems were traced directly
to the emotional trauma of her first five
years. When she attended school she had
too many other problems to face so that
she could not give her attention wholly
to school*

Donald, age eleven, was referred because
of retardation in school* He could not
read and was very slow to comprehend
directions* The child had a tendency to
stutter. He was found to be of average
intelligence* There were four older
siblings who all bossed Donald* His
problems were found to be based on his
confusion from so many sources of discipline
plus feelings of rivalry and inadequacy
towards older siblings, who still treated
him almost as a baby*
Freddie, a four year old child, illegitimate,
of dull intelligence with a severe emotionally
traumatic history, presented problems of over
activity, disobedience, temper, thumb sucking,
soiling, and drooling* When referred by a
children' s protective agency for diagnosis and
recommendation he was living with mother, a
thoroughly immoral, shiftless, dull individual*
Although mother had low standards, she did
want to keep this child* It was recommended
that a foster home be selected most carefully
and everything possible done to keep him
in it.
Charles, a likable, good looking thirteen
year old boy, was referred because of school
difficulty, stuttering, laziness, nail biting*
He was a most appealing boy with a charming
smile and likable manner* He was in the
sixth grade, lived with his mother and three
younger brothers in an inferior home* Father
was dead* Mother received Aid to Dependent
Children* Charles was retarded over four
years* It was found that he was a
suggestible boy, easily led* The laziness,
stuttering and poor school work could be
explained on the basis of his subnormal
intelligence and the tension of being in a
grade much too far above him*

Sheila, an eight year old imbecile was
referred with problems of marked retardation,
speech defect, habit problems. The school
asked the clinic's diagnosis of this child
and any recommendations possible* The
psychiatrist diagnosed the ohild a Mongolian
imbecile and recommended institutionalization*
Because the mother could give excellent
supervision and training and because she
could not accept the idea of institutionalization
the clinic offered habit training help and
speech instruction which helped the child
exceedingly*
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CHAPTER XV
SUHQ&H? MD CONCLUSIONS
It may be concluded that the Lynn Child Guidance
clinic is an appreciated service of the community of Lynn*
The fact that the hulk of the referrals came from children's
agencies and the school proves that the clinic is considered
a needed resource of these agencies which are ready to
cooperate fully with clinic treatment and recommendations*
There are 160 doctors in Lynn who must come In contact with
many children presenting guidance problems* Better
integration of services between the clinic and physicians
is clearly needed*
One fact drawn from the table on page twenty-two
is that almost fifty per cent of the children studied fell
in the age group of six through twelve years* This age
group includes the years when the child is called on to make
more and more social adjustments outside his home; adjustments
to the school, to playmates, to the community* Their
maladjustments are seen to be chiefly on an emotional basis
which indicates that the clinic has not received them for
study early enough* It would be advantageous to extend the
clinic service to well baby clinics, visiting nurses and
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doctors who may recognize and refer more children In the
two to six age group*
The fact that emotional problems such as
sensitivity, insecurity, temper spells, fears, nervousness
and instability were so outstanding indicates maladjustment
in the early life of the child due to instability on the part
of the parents* Can the child guidance clinic function
smoothly then without direct cooperation from agencies
geared to help adult and family problems?
More than half the children studied were in
excellent health* Yet there were forty-six children not in
good health at the time of referral to the clinic* She
health component is one of the most Important aspects of
case work* More frequent medical check-ups by the school
are advised* In Parent-Teachers meetings health factors
should be emphasized* Affiliation with the children's
medical clinic of the Lynn Hospital for thorough physical
examinations and follow-up is highly recommended*
Many believe that children who present emotional,
behavior and social problems usually come from homes
embracing immature, childish mothers too young for the
responsibility of parenthood; from homes whose standards are
inferior to general standards of the community; from homes
of ignorant, un-Amerioanized foreigners* The writer believes
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that sufficient data have been formulated regarding parents
to safely discount these ideas as the only causes of sueh
problems. Most of the parents were in the thirty-one to
thirty-five age group, whioh is an ideal age for bringing up
children* Almost fifty per cent of these families were
economically Independent and only one-fifth of the children
studied were from dependent families* A very small percentage
of parents were of foreign birth* Almost seventy-five per
cent were born in the United States* She outstanding
contribution of this section is that negative personality
traits of parents are described much more fully than
positive ones*
This points to the conclusion that real progress
will be made only through a better understanding of the
parents' personalities and the influences from within and
without that are ever at work molding the personality of the
child* I'his must be borne in mind; the child guidance clinic,
alone* and of Itself can accomplish little in the prevention
of children's problems unless some help can be given to the
parents* problems*
Only one referral of a parent was made by the
clinic* Greater cooperation and integration are needed
between these two agencies whioh working together as a team,
can do much to right the situation* It is not the intent of
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this writer to imply that all parents of problem children
are in need of mental hygiene treatment but the data
revealed here indicate that it would be well worth the effort
to explore parent problems and maladjustments a little more
deeply with the aim of referral to the mental hygiene olinic
for help, if it seems necessary,
0?he fact that "only* children, first-born and
youngest ohildren presented more problems than those not so
placed in the family set-up is revealing. These ohildren do
have a more difficult social adjustment to make because
there is more stress involved in their emotional development*
In drawing conclusions regarding the children's
relationships to other children, there can be seen a need
for more integrated group recreation for ohildren in Lynn*
Regarding intelligence, this investigation shows a
correlation between the economic status of parents and the
intelligence of their children* almost one-third of the one
hundred children were of superior intelligence and only one
came from a dependent type of home* The intellectual level
of these ohildren shows how profitable it is for the
community to help them lest they exact a higher price later
in misdeeds, mental breakdowns and crime*
a cardinal principle of this project as in any
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investigation regarding human beings, is that the child
must be studied as an individual and must be treated as
an individual in order to achieve ultimate success*
There is a growing demand from the entire community
of Lynn for more and more service from the child guidance
clinic. It is appreciated that this clinic is a fundamental
part of the community's machinery for the welfare of
children* The personnel of this clinic, geared as it is,
to heavy case loads, immediate recommendations and
treatment, should be highly skilled. She training and
experience of the psychiatrist and social worker will
determine the quality of the work done and will determine
the success or failure of the clinic*



APPENDIX
SCHEDULE
Name:
Father: Name
Religion
Number Age Beligion
Birthplace Occupation Salary
Traits
Mother: Name Age Birthplace Occupation Salary
Religion Traits
Why Referred:
Social Problems:
Siblings: Names Ages
Referred by:
Problems:
Home Conditions:
Health:
Personality traits:
Relationship with family and playmates: Type of playmates
Sohool interests:
Psychological Rating:
Psychiatric Summary:

CHILD GUIDANCE CLINIC OUTLINE
SOCIAL SERVICE RECORD;
Patient
Father Name, birthplace, age, occupation
Mother Name, "birthplace, age, occupation
Referred by-
Why referred
Date of birth
Date of investigation
Home conditions
Religion
Problems
Social Problems
Social Service Index
ADDRESSES
MEMBERS OF THE HOUSEHOLD :
Father Name, age, occupation, address
Mother Name, age, occupation, address
Siblings Name, age, occupation, address
Other Members of the Household
Other Interested Persons

Preliminary Sources
Chief Informant
Other Informants
SOCIAL HISTORY
EUVIBOJMTO
Home and Neighborhood
Surrounding Personalities
Boonomlo Effioienoy
THE CHILD
Prenatal
Development
Health
Habits - Eating
Sleeping
Undesirable habits
Personality
Play Interests
Intellectual Interests
Religion
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HE&OTIONS BETWEEN THE CHILD MD HER SOCIAL BflVIROHMEMT
Relationships between the various members of the
family .
Discipline and the ohild' s reaotion thereto
•
Relationship with playmates and others outside
the home.
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